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Purpose Surgical treatments for low-rectal

cancer require careful considerations due to the low

curately localize the simulated tumor and the distal resection margin.

location of cancer in rectums.Successful surgical out-

Conclusions This framework is developed with our

comes highly depend on surgeons' ability to determine

clinical partner, based on actual clinical conditions. The

clear distal margins of rectal tumors. This is a challenge

experimental protocol and the high level of accuracy

for surgeons in robot-assisted laparoscopic surgery, since

show the feasibility of seamlessly integrating this frame-

tumors are often concealed in rectums and robotic sur-

work within the surgical workow.

gical instruments do not provide tactile feedback for
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tissue diagnosis in real time. This paper presents the development and evaluation of an intraoperative ultrasoundbased augmented reality framework for surgical guid-
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ance in robot-assisted rectal surgery.

Methods Framework implementation consists in cal-

1 Introduction

ibrating the transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) and the endoscopic camera (hand-eye calibration), generating a

Surgery is the main treatment for rectal cancer; surgi-

virtual model and registering it to the endoscopic im-

cal outcomes are associated with the quality of life of

age via optical tracking, and displaying the augmented

patients. Specically, low-rectal cancer is a risk factor

view on a head-mounted display. An experimental val-

for fecal incontinence and requires careful consideration

idation setup is designed to evaluate the framework.

due to its low location in the rectum [1]. Several stud-

Results The evaluation process yields a mean er-

0.9 mm for the TRUS calibration, a maximum
error of 0.51 mm for the hand-eye calibration of endoscopic cameras, and a maximum RMS error of 0.8 mm
ror of

for the whole framework. In the experiment with a rectum phantom, our framework guides the surgeon to ac-

ies argue that, during distal resection, keeping more tissues in the rectum improves anorectal function [2]. Two
surgical procedures, sphincter-preserving resection and
ultra-low colorectal anastomosis, meet the requirements
of preserving bowel continuity and sphincter function.
They consist in: removing part of the rectum including
the tumor (i.e., distal resection); then, removing part
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of the colon (i.e., colon resection); nally, sewing the
remaining colon to the remaining rectum (i.e., compression anastomosis). Such interventions are usually
performed on patients with supra-anal tumor (tumor's
distal end

< 60 mm

from the anal verge and

> 10 mm

from the anal ring (Fig. 1) [3]. In conservative surgery,
an oncologic rule requires surgeons to perform the distal resection
(Fig.

10 mm

below the distal end of the tumor

1), and perform the colon resection in the mid-

dle of the descending colon, near the inferior mesen-

2
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teric artery. For surgeons, performing distal resection is

to show the rectal wall, pelvic oor muscles and anal

usually the most challenging step, because it is highly

sphincter [7]. To date, intraoperative US was used suc-

dependent upon their experience and ability to deter-

cessfully to guide rectal tumor resection in 6 patients,

mine clear tumor margins. As shown in Fig.

1, the

but integrating the US image into the surgical scene

proximal/distal end of the tumor (green) is the proxi-

causes a heavy mental load for the surgeon [8]. There-

mal/distal margin, and the red line

10 mm

below the

distal margin is called the distal resection margin.

fore, we propose to use augmented reality (AR) techniques to alleviate this burden.

In robot-assisted laparoscopic surgery, surgeons im-

The main challenge in implementing an AR system

mediately begin intersphincteric dissection, thereby pre-

in robot-assisted laparoscopic surgery is to nd accu-

venting transanal dissection. Furthermore, robotic in-

rate registration of the medical image to the intraoper-

struments facilitate the surgical access to narrow pelvis,

ative endoscopic view. Manual registration is adequate,

and increase the accuracy of surgical gestures. However,

if anatomical features are recognized in both medical

it is dicult for surgeons to determine tumor margins

images and intraoperative endoscopic images. For ex-

during surgery, due to the limited eld of view of the en-

ample, the surgeon manually aligned a virtual kidney

doscopic camera, and the lack of tactile feedback from

model to the intraoperative endoscopic view based on

surgical instrumentswhich prevents surgeons from di-

the kidney shape [9]. However, anatomical features of

agnosing rectal tissues in real time. In routine prac-

the rectum are not available in robot-assisted laparo-

tice, a chief surgeon asks an assisted surgeon to show

scopic surgery, and the use of articial landmarks is dis-

the tumor area by performing digital rectal examina-

ruptive in the surgical workow. Optical tracking sys-

tion (DRE)manual palpation in the rectum. But the

tems demonstrate the high level of accuracy and relia-

DRE procedure cannot identify small lesions and does

bility in clinical practice, such as hepatobiliary surgery [10]

not provide the exact distal resection margin to the

and laparoscopic splenectomy [11]. We therefore opted

chief surgeon; therefore, the distal resection is often per-

for one such system to track the TRUS probe and the

formed solely on the basis of the surgeon's experience.

endoscope for the proposed AR framework.

This practice may result in compromised resection margins and must thus be improved.
To the best of our knowledge, to date, only one
technique has been proposed for surgical navigation
in colorectal surgery: In June 2016, a Florida Hospital (Orlando, FL, USA) team demonstrated a preoperative MRI-based navigation system in transanal endoscopic microsurgery [4]. They attached several markers to the patient's abdomen for the preoperative MRI
imaging and the intraoperative tracking. Then, based
on these markers, a tracked surgical tool was registered
to, and displayed on, the MRI imagesthe surgical
tool's location on the MRI images guided the surgeon to
reach the tumor area. As a result, however, the markerbased registration does not take the intraoperative rectal tissue deformation into account properly. Hence, intraoperative imaging techniques provide an alternate
solution: Indeed, intraoperative ultrasonography (US)
can adequately track rectal tissue deformation during
surgery. Moreover, some studies have proposed preoperative colonoscopic tattooing (i.e., intraluminal injection in tumor area) to mark tumor location as described

We propose to localize rectal tumors via intraoperative TRUS and display both the tumor edge and the
distal resection margin on the endoscopic view via AR
technology in robot-assisted laparoscopic rectal surgery.
Accordingly, in this paper, we describe the implementation of a TRUS-based AR framework and evaluate
its performance. Several steps were studied: (1) Calibrating the TRUS probe, based on a custom-designed
calibration phantom using the method proposed in our
previous work [12] (Ultrasound probe motorization and
calibration section); (2) using and evaluating the handeye calibration method proposed in [13] for the 3D endoscopic camera (Endoscopic camera localization section); (3) integrating the 3D TRUS and the endoscopic
camera into the same geometrical framework, and evaluating it with a rigid phantom (Framework evaluation
section); (4) designing an experimental setup with a rectum phantom to validate the framework (Experimental validation and results section). The experimental
results show that the implemented framework guides
the surgeon to accurately localize the simulated tumor
and the distal resection margin.

in [5]. However, this intraluminal tattooing technique is
performed only by a gastroenterologist. Neither precise
tumor margins nor distal resection margins can be reli-

2 Materials and Methods

ably recognized during surgery based on this technique.

The proposed framework is presented in the visual-

Transrectal ultrasonography (TRUS) is commonly

ization owchart (blue) in Fig. 2: A motorized TRUS

used in rectal cancer staging and is considered an accu-

probe provides a 3D US image which is used to generate

rate methodology [6]. Additionally, US images are able

the virtual model of the tumor area; then, the virtual
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Fig. 1

3

Supra-anal tumor in rectum

model is registered to, and superimposed on, the endoscopic view; nally, the augmented view is presented to
a user through a head-mounted display (HMD). This
HMD device simulates the visualization system of the
da Vinci

R




ENDOCAM Epic 3DHD endoscopy system (focusfree) from Richard Wolf GmbH
Sony HMS-3000MT viewing system certied for medical applications

surgical platform. The accuracy of the AR

framework mainly relies on the transformation
tween the 3D US image

i

c

Ti

be-

and the endoscopic view

c.

2.1 Ultrasound probe motorization and calibration

This transformation is computed as shown in the registration owchart (red) in Fig. 2: Markers

m1

and

Reconstructing a 3D US image requires a collection of

are, respectively, axed to the endoscope and the

US frames and their corresponding poses (position and

TRUS probe for trackinga tracking system spatially

orientation). As shown in Fig. 3, the TRUS probe is

m2

localizes these two markers and provides

w

w

Tm1

and

Tm2 . Then, using the transformation m2 Ti (estimated

by US calibration in Ultrasound probe motorization
and calibration section) and

m1

Tc (estimated by hand-

eye calibration in Endoscopic camera localization section), the transformation

c

Ti

is computed by:

driven by a servo motor and rotates along the central axis of the probe; the rotation radius

r

(distance

from the probe center to the outer rectum wall) is dened as the sum of the rectum wall thickness (it is always smaller than
(10.5

mm).

4 mm

[14]) and the probe's radius

Assuming proper contact between the rec-

tum and the probe, the rectum wall is always located

c

Ti = (m1 Tc )−1 (w Tm1 )−1 w Tm2 m2 Ti
where

i, m1, m2, c

and

w

represent the coordinate

systems of the US image, the marker

m2,

(1)

m1,

the marker

the endoscopic camera and the tracking system,

respectively.
nate systems

b

Ta

a

denotes the transformation of coordi-

to

b.

To facilitate the clinical implementation of this AR
framework, following materials are used:




r = 14.5 mm.
θ = 2.4◦ in order
resolution d < 1 mm

inside of the rotation radius

We pro-

pose a rotation increment of

to image

the rectum wall with a

(Fig. 3).

The motorized TRUS probe provides the range of motion

170◦ .

Moreover, we designed two modes of motor-

ization: In automatic mode, the position of the probe
is incremented every 6s, and one ultrasound frame is
acquired between two motions; in manual mode, each
time a user presses a button, the probe moves

◦

2.4

and

produces an US image. For the sake of simplicity, we

BK Medical Falcon 2101 ultrasound machine and

used k-wave MATLAB toolbox [15] to reconstruct the

the 8658 TRUS probe

third dimension of a 3D US image (i.e., scan conver-

Atracsys fusionTrack 500 optical tracking system

sion) by bilinear interpolation. In future experiments,

(0.09

we are aiming to use a 3D built-in TRUS transducer to

mm

RMS at up to

sive Navex markers

2.0 m

distance) with pas-

facilitate the 3D image acquisition.
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Fig. 2

Framework overview: blue visualization owchart and red registration owchart

TRUS probe motorization and US imaging: θ, r and d represent the rotation increment, the rotation radius and the
distance between the neighboring US frames, respectively

Fig. 3

In Fig. 4, the marker

m2 is mounted on the US probe

for tracking, and the transformation
3D US image

i

and the marker

m2

m2

Ti

between the

2 mm, 3 mm and 4 mm respectively, and one
4 mm × 15 mm rectangle, as shown in Fig. 4
radiuses of

is estimated in the

US calibration process. In previous work, we developed

The calibration procedure started with mounting

a fast and accurate US calibration method based on a

the cylindrical phantom on the TRUS probe and imag-

3D-printed phantomthis method streamlines the cal-

ing the phantom in water. In Fig. 4, the phantom's

ibration problem to the registration between the US

features are extracted from the 3D US image by direc-

image and the computer-aided design (CAD) model of

tional gradients and Standard Hough Transform (SHT)

the phantom [12]. In order to adapt this method to the

methods [16]; then, using the tracking system and the

motorized TRUS probe, we designed and 3D- printed

transformation

a specic cylindrical phantom including the precise po-

tion of the extracted features and the phantom's CAD

sition of the marker

m4

and 4 features: 33 circles with

m4

Ti it

is estimated by the registra-

model [12], the calibration solution

Ti

m2 b

is found by:
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rd

Ti = (w Tm2 )−1 w Tm4 m4 Ti

m2 b

(2)

After the calibration process, the phantom and the
marker

m4

were removed, but the marker

m2

P

represents the contour of the reective disk in its

b c and the tracking sysrd. Using m1 T
rd
temit tracks the disk rd and the marker m1,
P is
projected to the endoscopic image c by:
coordinate system

was kept

on the US probe for tracking purposes.
The US calibration was evaluated by point recon-

c

b c )−1 (w Tm1 )−1 w Trd
P = (m1 T

rd

P

(3)

struction tests, as presented in [12][17]. In those tests,
we measured the distance

dstylus

between a point (sty-

where

c

P

represents the virtual informationthe

lus tip) with a known location in the world coordinate

green ellipses on the augmented endoscopic images in

system (WCS) and the same point transformed from

Fig. 6. As the distance between the green ellipse

the US image to the WCS using the calibration solution

c
P and
m1 b
the disk contour is smaller, the transformation
c is

m2 b

more accurate. This distance is calculated by: (1) ex-

Ti . We moved the stylus tip into 5 dierent positions

T

for point reconstruction tests, and calculated the mean

tracting the green ellipses and the disk from the aug-

d¯5

value in-

mented endoscopic images using thresholding; (2) in the

cludes the error of 3D US image reconstruction which

polar coordinate system centered on the green ellipse,

arises from the motorized TRUS probe sweeping over

computing the distance

the region of interest. Because rectal tumors can grow

longs to the green ellipse and the other one belongs

through the rectum wall and inltrate the mesorectal

to the disk contourat the angular coordinate

fat

dstylus : d¯5 = 0.9 mm.

of all the

15 mm

This

d¯5

extension [18], the calibration accuracy was

evaluated within the depth of

15 mm.

12 dierent poses6 normal poses (poses 1 to 6) and
6 extreme poses (poses 7 to 12). In the extreme poses,

is mounted on the endoscope for

tracking, and the transformation
doscopic camera

c

m1

and the marker

Tc between the enm1

is determined

by hand-eye calibration [13]. Prior to using a 3D endoscopic camera, it is necessary to nd its intrinsic
and extrinsic parameters via Zhang et al. calibration
method [19]. Those camera parameters determine the
transformation

c

Tcb

ϕk =
{0, 5◦ , 10◦ , ..., 355◦ }; (3) computing the root mean
square Drms of all the distances dk .
The Drms value varies according to the camera's
the endoscopic camera captures the reective disk in

2.2.1 Hand-eye calibration

m1

between two pixelsone be-

shooting position and angle. As shown in Fig. 7(a),

2.2 Endoscopic camera localization

In Fig. 5, marker

dk

between the chessboard and the

endoscopic image in Fig. 5.
We implemented the hand-eye calibration method
proposed in Tsai and Lenz [13]. Fig. 5 illustrates the cal-

the camera is either too close (10
far (90

mm

mm

in pose 7), too

in pose 8) or at an extreme side/high/low

angle (poses 9 to 12) relative to the disk. When the
camera is positioned in poses 1 to 6,

Drms < 0.51 mm

(Fig. 7(b)); however, when the camera is placed into
extreme poses, the

Drms

value increases up to

1.52 mm

(Fig. 7(c)). Therefore, in this paper, we used the endo-

20 mm

scope in an optimal pose, i.e.
from, and

> 45◦

to

60 mm

away

◦

or perpendicular (90 ) to the object's

surface, as is conventional in rectal cancer surgery (see
Discussion section)).

ibration process, in which the endoscopic camera cap-

T

n positions providing c 1cb to
n
c
cb . Meanwhile, the tracking system tracks the marker
m1 giving w 1m1 to w nm1 . These measurements are
used to compute the
and
matrices, thereby solving
tures the chessboard in

T

the

T

A

T

B

AX=XB problem. X represents the hand-eye calim1 b
Tc . In practice, the data acquired in

bration solution

n = 17

dierent positions are sucient to estimate an

Tc . n = 17

m1 b

2.3 Framework evaluation
To evaluate the implemented framework, we used it to
image the cylindrical phantom, and augment the endoscopic view with the US segments of the phantom's features. On the augmented endoscopic images, as shown

was experimentally chosen, be-

in Fig. 8, as the green virtual information is closer to

cause it gave the best trade-o between the calibration

the phantom's features, the framework's performance

accuracy and the calibration duration.

is better. Let

accurate

i

S

indicate the phantom's features in

the US image. Using the US calibration solution
hand-eye calibration solution

2.2.2 Evaluation

systemit tracks the marker
A reective disk (radius

= 5 mm)

was used to evalu-

ate the hand-eye calibration solution

Tc .

m1 b

In Fig. 6,

the marker

m2

Tc ,

m1 b

m1

c

by:

and the tracking

of the endoscope and

of the TRUS probe,

to the endoscopic camera

Ti ,

m2 b

i

S

is transformed
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Fig. 4

US calibration process using a 3D-printed calibration phantom

Fig. 5

hand-eye calibration to estimate transformation

X

b c ) between the endoscopic camera c and the marker m1
(m1 T

for the left and the right views of the 3D endoscopic

c

b c )−1 (w Tm1 )−1 w Tm2
S = (m1 T
c

S

camera, respectively. The

Ti i S

m2 b

(4)

represents the green virtual model on the endo-

scopic images in Fig. 8. Then, the distance
tween the green virtual model

c

S

Drms

be-

and the phantom's

features (Fig. 8) is computed using the same method in
Evaluation section (hand-eye calibration evaluation).
We obtained

Drms = 0.45 mm

and

Drms = 0.8 mm

Drms

dierence between the

left and the right camera views is due to the error from
estimating the camera's parameters. However, a framework precision

< 1 mm

is acceptable in rectal surgery,

as conrmed by our clinical partner.

IOUS-based AR guidance in RALRS: A Proof of Concept Study

Fig. 6

7

b c by projecting the reective disk contour on the endoscopic images
Evaluating the hand-eye calibration solution m1 T

3 Experimental Validation and Results

augments the endoscopic view with the virtual informationit is generated from the 3D US image, as de-

An experimental setup was carried out to validate the

scribed in Fig. 10. The used rectum phantom was made

implemented framework. During the experiment, a sur-

of silicone, in which a simulated tumor (cylinder-shaped

geon was guided by the augmented view to remove the

with

simulated tumor from a rectum phantom.

a silicone rubber (SMOOTH-ON Ecoex

r = 10 mm

and

h = 10 mm)

was buried. We used

R

00-50) to

simulate the tumor, colored it red and placed it into a
rectum-like mold. Then, we lled the mold with another
3.1 Experimental validation setup

softer type of silicone rubber (SMOOTH-ON Ecoex

R

00-30 colored dark brown) to cover the simulated tuTo integrate the developed framework into robot-assisted

mor. These two types of silicone rubbers provide the

laparoscopic rectal surgery, we propose with the clinical

stiness dierence between the tumor and the rest of

partner the following surgical workow:

the rectum. During the experiment, in order to ensure








the simulated tumor was invisible from the surface of
TRUS imaging on rectum after pelvic excision

the rectum phantom, we covered the phantom surface

Localizing the tumor edge on US images and gener-

with a white paper.

ating resection margin
Augmenting the endoscopic view with the tumor

In the experiment, a colorectal surgeon wore the

edge and resection margin

HMD for visualization. Based on the augmented view,

Using an electrosurgical device slightly cauterizing

he used a pen to mark the rectum phantom with the

the rectal tissues to mark the resection margin

proximal and distal margins of the simulated tumor,

Withdrawing the US probe from the rectum

and the distal resection margin, as shown in Fig. 11(a).

Performing distal resection on the marked area

This marking step simulates the electrosurgical device
marking rectums with resection margins during surgery.

The experimental setup was designed based on above

Finally, the surgeon withdrew the TRUS probe and cut

surgical workow. As shown in Fig. 9, the framework

the phantom on those marks. The results are analyzed

images a rectum phantom by the TRUS system, and

in Fig. 11(b).

8
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(a) Endoscopic camera capturing the reective disk in 12 poses (normal poses 1 to 6 and extreme poses 7 to 12);
boxplot of Drms values for the left (L) and the right (R) augmented views, when the endoscope operating in normal poses (b)
and in both normal and extreme poses (c)
Fig. 7

Fig. 8

Projection of the US segmentation onto the left (a) and the right (b) views of the 3D endoscopic camera

IOUS-based AR guidance in RALRS: A Proof of Concept Study

Fig. 9

9

Experimental setup: a surgeon marks the rectum phantom based on the augmented endoscopic view

3.2 Results

mor area appeared at a depth

< 0.45 mm in surface D

(Fig. 12 (c)).
The experimental results show that the implemented
framework is able to accurately localize the edge of the
The experimental results are illustrated in Fig. 11. The

simulated tumor, and display the

mark 1, mark 2 and mark 3 in Fig. 11(a) were made by

tion margin to the surgeon, otherwise determined on

the surgeon according to the augmented view. Then, the

the basis of the surgeon's experience. Accordingly, this

surgeon made straight cuts on these marks through the

augmented view should facilitate the distal resection

phantom, and analyzed the cutting surfaces. As shown

step for novice surgeons. This particular point will be

in Fig. 11(b), on surfaces

evaluated in a dedicated study.

B

and

C,

the simulated tu-

10 mm

distal resec-

mor (red) is clearly seen, however, the red color does
not appear on the surface

A and slightly appears on
D (3 mm × 3 mm red area). That indicates
mark 1 and the mark 2 are on the proximal and

the surface
the

4 Discussion

distal margins of the simulated tumor, respectively. The

To the best of our knowledge, this is the rst proof-

mark 2 and mark 3 was measured by
a ruler giving 10 mm spacing (Fig. 11 (b)). This validates that the mark 3 is on the distal resection margin.

of-concept study that estimates the value of intraoper-

As shown in Fig. 11 (b), the red tumor area appears

deed, providing real-time AR guidance in laparoscopic

on surface

unexpectedly. In order to verify the ac-

rectal surgery is dicult, because of the following rea-

curacy of the estimated distal end of the tumor (i.e.

sons: (1) high rectum deformity and elongation during

mark 2),

we resected this tumor area into 5 longi-

surgery; (2) TRUS probe has to remain operational in

1 mm

per slice, as shown

the rectum to track the tumor position during surgery,

in Fig. 12 (a) and (b)). In the worst case, the red tu-

that prevents rectum resection. Our AR framework was

distance between

D

tudinal slices (approximately

ative TRUS imaging and AR technique in the robotassisted laparoscopic surgery for low-rectal cancer. In-
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Process of generating virtual model from US images: (1) marking the distal and proximal margins (green) of the
simulated tumor on US images using crosshairs (yellow); (2) generating the resection margin (red) 10 mm below the most
bi
distal margin; (3) collecting all the marks; (4) projecting the marks on the endoscopic view by the transformation c T
Fig. 10

designed to solve these issues in AR-guided laparoscopic

ompared to the distal resection margin (10

rectal surgery, as presented in Experimental validation

tumor's distal end). We calibrated the endoscopic cam-

setup section.

era for one zoom/focus setting that corresponds to the

TRUS compares favorably with other intraoperative
imaging modalities (e.g., cone beam computed tomography or open MRI). Indeed, US systems provide realtime imaging; they are less expensive, non-ionizing and
easier to integrate in operating rooms. In this work, a
fast and accurate phantom-based US calibration method
was developed to increase the use of the 3D US imaging technique in operating rooms. Our fully-automated
calibration procedure requires no specic skills or user
experience. with it, it takes approximately 5 min to calibrate a 3D US probe. Furthermore, this method works
on both the motorized TRUS probe and the built-in
array 3D US probe, thereby allowing the integration of
both types of probes in our framework.

mm

to the

practical and approximate distance between the endoscopic camera and the rectum before the step of distal resection (Fig. 13). This is also an optimal pose in
which the camera has been calibrated to provide the
accuracy

< 0.51 mm.

The hand-eye calibration for the

endoscopic camera takes approximately 10 min during
the experiment. However, this step can be executed
during patient installation and should not disrupt the
surgical workow. In this work, we used a focus-free
3D endoscope which requires calibration in only one
zoom/focus setting. Indeed, da Vinci

R

platforms use

focus-free endoscopes [21]. However, when adjustablefocus endoscopes are used, calibration should be done
in multiple zoom/focus settings, as proposed in [22][23].

The hand-eye calibration method proposed in [13]
insures a high level of accuracy (Drms

< 0.51 mm),
20 mm to 60 mm from,
◦
◦
and > 45 or perpendicular (90 ) to the object's surface. The calibration error remains lowDrms < 1.52 mm
when the camera is positioned

when the endoscopic camera moves into extreme poses

The implemented framework was rst evaluated with
the rigid phantom and showed a high accuracy. Moreover, in the experiment with the rectum phantom, the
framework guided the surgeon to localize the simulated
tumor accurately. For clinical application purposes, we

IOUS-based AR guidance in RALRS: A Proof of Concept Study
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Experimental results: (a) the marks (which indicates the proximal/distal margin of the tumor and the distal resection
margin) on the rectum phantom; (b) cutting on the mark 1, mark 2 and mark 3 and analyzing the surfaces
.
Fig. 11

proposed with the clinical partner the following adap-

method not only improves surgeons' condence in

tations:

distal resection by recognizing tumor's distal mar-

 Semi-automatic margin generation In order to

gin, but also avoids the tedious and time-consuming

nd the distal resection margin quickly and pre-

manual segmentation process. During our experi-

cisely, we developed a semi-automatic method: First,

ment, it took the surgeon less than 1 minute to se-

a surgeon selects several US frames  the tumor in

lect proper US images and mark them. However,

these US frames is closer to the rectal dentate line

this step must, and will be, evaluated with surgeons

(Fig. 1) than it is in other US frames; then, he or

to validate the maximum acceptable working time

she marks the selected US frames with the tumor's

during actual surgery.

distal margin; nally, our algorithm selects the most

 Marking on rectum

Our framework does tackle

distal marking  which is the closest one to the den-

the challenge of showing the distal resection margin

10 mm

to surgeons. However, maintaining an accurate aug-

below the selected marking. This semi-automatic

mented view requires the TRUS probe to remain

tate line  to generate the resection margin
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Fig. 12

Analyzing how deep the 'tumor' inltrating into surface D using a vernier scale
margin, after withdrawing the TRUS probe. Such
electrosurgical devices are widely accessible in operating rooms. For instance, the da Vinci

R

surgical

platform features a power generator for electrosurgical instruments.

Compared to the preoperative tumor marking techniquecolonoscopic tattooing, which provides only tumor location, our method shows to surgeons the precise

Endoscopic view of the distal resection in robotassisted laparoscopic rectal surgery
Fig. 13

distal resection margins and does not need a Gastroenterologist in surgery. In literature, some navigation-based
solutions have been proposed [4], which do not take into
account the intraoperative rectum deformation. To update the navigation platform in real time with tumor

operational in the rectum, that prevents the rec-

location in an elongated rectum, registration of a pre-

tal resection. To solve the problem, we propose to

operative image to an intraoperative image, articial

keep the probe in the rectum, and use an electro-

marking of the rectum or biomechanical modeling [20]

surgical device to slightly cauterize the rectal tis-

can be solutions. However, due to the high deformity of

sue on the virtual resection margin. These cauter-

rectums during surgery, implementing these methods

ized marks help surgeons to recognize the resection

for navigating rectum resection is very complicated.

IOUS-based AR guidance in RALRS: A Proof of Concept Study
In robot-assisted surgery, successful surgical outcomes depend on two main factors: surgical guidance
(the purpose of our AR framework), and the surgeon's
robotic surgical training. Since the latter is beyond the
scope of this paper, in our experiment, the surgeon was
asked to perform the rectum phantom resection without
a surgical robot. However, to be able to give eciency
metrics of the proposed AR framework (e.g., resection
precision, implementation duration and patients medical benets), a clinical study using our framework needs
to be conducted. This is a part of the future work with
our clinical partner.

5 Conclusion
The main contribution of this work is the ecient implementation of a TRUS-based AR framework. Our overall objective is to apply this process to actual clinical
conditions. The framework's performance was evaluated along each implementation step and showed a high
level of accuracy. A rectal phantom experiment demonstrated the feasibility of integrating our framework into
the surgical workow. Future work will validate the proposed framework on the Raven surgical research platform with an ex-vivo rectum. We will compare the surgical gesture precision of novices and experts, so as to
quantify the added value of this framework in terms
of improving the surgical learning curve and reducing
surgeon mental load.
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